Energy Enzyme Blend
The Enhancer
Digestive Distress & Daily Cleanse
Our bodies mimic the natural world. When natural systems are at their optimal energetic flow, they cleanse
and vitalize. In Chinese medicine the vital life force of the body is called “chi.” Returning the body’s chi to its
vital state is the whole intent of our formula Energy Enzyme Blend. Its key functions are cleansing,
eliminating, and energizing. Energy Enzyme Blend contains the powerful ingredients of diatomaceous
earth, pre- and probiotics, and fulvic acid, enhanced by peppermint oil and mineral co-factors.
The first important ingredient in Energy Enzyme Blend is food grade, organic, diatomaceous earth, which
is derived from microscopic plants called diatoms. When magnified, diatomaceous earth has a spiny
honeycomb look with enormous surface area, which in essence acts as a big filter for all types of toxins in
the body, including microbial and environmental toxins. It goes to work cleansing the body of heavy metals,
pesticides, and other toxins, parasites, fungi, bacteria, viruses, and molds, by moving all of these into the
colon where the body can eliminate them. With a mildly negative charge of pH 8, it alkalizes the body’s
terrain, also enabling it to pull out (chelate) all manner of toxins. Its spiny sharp edges kill parasites on
contact and effectively scrub, without being abrasive, the intestinal walls of mucus, molds, and hardened
gunk; the colon is therefore kept clean. Plenty of water will enhance this activity.
Diatomaceous earth is therefore an excellent detoxifier, providing our immune system with a boost and
helping to reduce the chance of systemic distress in the body. Detoxification increases nutrient absorption
from our food; it is in this sense that the formula acts as an enzyme. Detoxification also helps in the
reduction of inflammation. Systemic cleansing creates an internal terrain in which pathogenic microbes
cannot thrive, thus providing the opportunity to rejuvenate and balance our digestive system.
Diatomaceous earth contains high levels of silica (at 89%), along with 15 other trace minerals used by the
body. Silica is a very important trace mineral, and much like MSM, has a multitude of uses in the body.
Collagen, the basic structural component of the body, is made up largely of silica. So like MSM, it benefits
hair, skin, and nails. It also improves tooth enamel and gums, helping to preserve teeth. It supports, again
like MSM, lung tissue, and functions in the cushioning of joints, therefore improving joint elasticity. In the
circulatory system, blood and blood pressure is normalized. Life, in fact, requires silica.
It is in regard to bones that the formula has a strongly positive dual action. It pulls out environmental
toxins at the same time that its high silica content assists in making stronger bones. Healthy bone cells
correlate to good immune health, as our natural stem cells are stored in bone tissue. It is because silica is an
essential co-factor for calcium and magnesium assimilation (see our Macro-Night) that its role in
strengthening bones is so crucial. The body can also utilize silica as a calcium substitute, if necessary.
In a synergistic manner, the inclusion of peppermint oil (organic) amplifies the natural charge of
diatomaceous earth, creating a greater polarity in the chelating process. It acts as both a catalyst and a
delivery system in the moving of energy, that vital life force of chi. Peppermint oil is also known as an
oxygenator and anti-microbial, thereby greatly enhancing the overall cleansing effect of all ingredients.
Our formula then adds the important benefits of pre- and probiotics by actually improving beneficial flora
in the intestinal tract. First, its multi-strain probiotics, including soil-based microorganisms (SBOs),
establishes and maintains the friendly bacteria we need. The availability of beneficial SBOs in our diet has
been greatly reduced through modern agricultural techniques. SBOs are ingested when we eat fresh, raw,
organic plant life grown in rich soils, which is not all that common today. Our SBOs have been selectively
bred to produce internally the rich, balanced “soil” that we so often lack. Living soil—teeming with

beneficial microorganisms—is the energy field that transmutes nutrients into well-being and longevity.
They literally help us in getting more nutrition out of the food we eat. They also curb the growth of harmful,
disease-causing bacterial strains and other microbes; produce many important enzymes; increase the
bioavailability of vitamins, fatty acids, lactase, calcium; help strengthen the immune system; neutralize
toxins; and normalize bowel movements. SBOs also stimulate the body’s own production of alphainterferon, a key regulator of our immune response.
Through cleaning the colon, SBOs enhance the immune system by eliminating the putrefaction and toxins
that lodge on the intestinal wall upon which pathogens thrive. They aggressively devour the pathogenic
microbes, parasites, and fungi also, such as salmonella, clostridium, staphylococcus aureus, E. coli, shigella,
and candida. This helps relieve the immune system, allowing it to work more efficiently elsewhere in the
body. SBOs stimulate the body to produce large reservoirs of nonspecific antibodies, which the immune
system can then use for any number of different conditions. Both disease prevention and healing are the
benefits to us. In addition, they help provide nutrient absorption, synthesize B vitamins, and release
compounds that are immune-stimulating. By encouraging beneficial flora, SBOs keep the pH acid in the
colon in balance to prevent the overgrowth of harmful species.
Working in conjunction with probiotics are the prebiotics of FOS (Fructooligosaccharides). These are
complex carbohydrates that are not broken down by our digestive system, but, instead, upon reaching the
lower intestines, become food for beneficial bacteria. FOS are known as prebiotics because of their ability to
promote the growth of probiotic bacteria. Pathogenic bacteria, in contrast, are unable to benefit from FOS.
They also provide for optimal mineral and digestive absorption, the protection of intestinal wall health, and
work with probiotics for proper regularity. They mediate between fats and carbohydrates, are helpful for
glucose intolerance issues, colitis, and the lowering of blood pressure. Included in our prebiotic component
are: Chicory, Mesquite, Burdock, and Yucca. Chicory is an excellent source of inulin (processed as a food
ingredient at over 90%), a non-glycemic beneficial food for intestinal probiotics.
Fulvic acid, found in deposits as a component in the process of ancient vegetative decomposition, is a
powerful co-factor in creating the ideal environment for mineral complexes and elements to bio-react
electrically with our cells. Elemental vitamins, minerals, and enzymes are refined, purified, re-refined, and
combined with fulvic acid into organic, ionic molecules that are easily transported into and through cell
membranes. Fulvic acid essentially charges, regenerates, regulates and delivers living nutrient energies
directly and instantly to living cells. It helps in the breakdown of proteins and in healing cuts and infections.
The immune system is strongly supported by its action. It is also a free radical scavenger, and has anti-viral
and anti-bacterial properties. Together with diatomaceous earth, it helps to chelate and carry away heavy
metals, providing cleansing and detoxifying for the body.
With Mineral co-factors: The body needs sufficient minerals to function properly, since minerals are
essential in every biochemical process that sustains life. They are extremely important in thousands of
enzymatic reactions throughout the body, establishing overall cellular balance. Nutrients needed by the
body cannot work on their own but require minerals to make them bioavailable for the body’s use.
Energy Enzyme Blend can be used in any long-term health regimen. It will help maintain vitality, giving
you a real sense of feeling better, with the additional benefit of providing greater mental clarity. It is good
for pets as well, for all the similar health reasons. Try it as a dental cleaning powder as well.
Free videos available at www.andysformulas.com
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